The recent growing of the Semantic Web requires the need to cope with highly semantic heterogeneities among available ontologies . The Semantic Web envisions a metadata-rich Web where presently human-readable content will have machine-understandable semantics. Ontology matching techniques aim to tackle heterogeneity by establishing correspondences between ontologies' elements. An intricate obstacle faces the ontology matching problem is its scalability against large number and large-scale ontologies . This paper is comparative analysis among the different matching algorithms that tackle heterogeneity and recommend the algorithms that would fit for highly scalable systems.
Introduction
Recently, matching algorithms have been introduced to focus on matching large-scale and large number schemas and ontologies, i.e. considering the efficiency aspect of matching algorithms, such as COMA++ , QOM, Bellflower, and PORSCHE [2] . Most of these systems rely heavily on either rule-based approaches or learner-based approaches. In the rulebased systems, schemas to be matched are represented as schema trees or schema graphs which in turn requires traversing these trees (or graphs) many times. On the other hand, learning-based systems need much pre-effort to train its learners [10] . As a consequence, especially in large-scale schemas and dynamic environments, matching performance declines radically.
Ontology matching is the task of identifying correspondences among elements of two or more ontologies. It is the process of finding correspondences between entities belonging to different ontologies. The Web Ontology Language (OWL) from W3C is an expressive formalism for modelers to define various logical concepts and relations [10] . OWL ontologies come in three species: Lite, DL, and Full, ordered in increasing expressivity. Every Lite ontology is also DL ontology, and every DL ontology is also a Full ontology. OWL Lite and OWL DL are the species that use only the OWL language features in the way that complete and sound reasoning procedures exist. OWL Full, on the other hand, is undesirable. While OWL recently became a W3C recommendation in 2004, people have been working with it a few years, and many interesting ontologies already exist on the Web [10] .
The paper aims at: 1. Presenting the different matching algorithms that could be used within the domain of HR Ontologies to tackle highly semantic heterogeneity among available ontologies. 2. Discussing efficiencies of the different algorithms 3. Providing a comparative analysis among the different presented algorithms 4. Recommending the algorithm/combination of algorithms to use for future work
The paper is organised as follows; section 2 presents the various ontology matching algorithms explaining advantages and disadvantages as well as some experiments details. While Section 3 demonstrates comparative analysis among the different presented algorithms with a recommendation to possibly merge some of the algorithms to enhance the matching efficiency, enhance scalability and overall system performance. Finally section 4 introduces some concluding remarks.
A Sequence-Based Ontology Matching Approach
This work proposes a novel approach for matching XML schemas. In particular, it developed and implemented the XPr¨uM system, which consists mainly of two parts -schema preparation and schema matching. Schemas to be matched are first parsed and represented internally using rooted ordered labeled trees, called schema trees. Then, it constructed a Pr¨ufer sequence for each schema tree. Pr¨ufer sequences construct a one-to-one correspondence between schema trees and sequences. The paper captured schema tree semantic information in Label Pr¨ufer Sequences (LPS) and schema tree structural information in Number Pr¨ufer Sequences (NPS). LPS is exploited by a linguistic matcher to compute terminological similarities between schemas elements [2] .
Linguistic matching techniques may provide false positive matches. Structural matching is used to correct such matches based on structural contexts of schema elements. Structural matching relies on the notion of node2 context. This work distinguishes between three types of node contexts depending on its location in the schema tree. These types are child context, leaf context and ancestor context. It exploits the number sequence representation of the schema tree to extract node contexts for each tree node in an efficient way.
Then, for each node context, it applies its associated algorithm. For example, the leaf context similarity between two nodes is measured by extracting leaf context for each node as a gap vector. Then, the cosine measure is applied between two gap node vectors. Other context similarity measures are determined similarly. By representing schema trees as Pr¨ufer Sequences these trees needs to be traversed only once to construct these sequences. Then, a novel structural matching algorithm is developed to capture semantic information existing in label sequences and structural information embedded in number sequences [2] .
Ontology Matching Using an Artificial Neural Network to learn Weights
Ontologies form a semantic foundation for many domains, such as Web services, Ecommerce, and the Semantic Web, where applications can mutually understand and share information with each other. However, because ontologies reflect their designers' conceptual views of part of the world, heterogeneity is an inherent characteristic for ontologies. During (semi)automated matching among ontologies, different semantic aspects, i.e., concept names, concept properties, and concept relationships contribute in different degrees to the matching result. Therefore, a vector of weights is needed to be assigned to these aspects. It is not trivial to determine what those weights should be, and current research work depends a lot on human heuristics. This work focus on an artificial neural network approach to learning and adjusting the above weights, and thereby support a new ontology matching algorithm, with the purpose to avoid some of the disadvantages in both rule-based and learningbased ontology matching approaches.
This work presents a new approach to match ontologies that combines both rule-based and learning-based algorithms [5] . It integrated an artificial neural network (ANN) technique in the algorithm, such that the weights mentioned above can be learned instead of being specified in advance by a human [5] . Moreover, this learning technique is carried out based on the ontology schema information alone, which distinguishes it from most other learning-based algorithms.
Proposed solution:
Based on the insight of the advantages and drawbacks of these Rule-Based and Learning-Based Ontology matching, this work presents a new matching algorithm, Super concept Formation System (SFS), which combines rule-based and learning-based solutions. This integrates machine learning techniques, such that the weights of a concept's semantic aspects can be learned from training examples, instead of being ad-hoc predefined ones.
In addition, in order to avoid the problem of lacking instance data (either quality or quantity), which is common for real-world ontologies, the weight learning technique is carried out at the schema level, instead of the instance level. The main idea is, given a pair of ontologies being matched, although it is true that many design diversities might exist, it is still reasonable to assume that the contributions of different semantic aspects to ontology understanding should be independent of specific concepts. In fact, different contributions, which are the foundation for different weights, are characteristics of ontologies viewed as a whole. That is, during ontology matching, weights are features with regard to ontologies, rather than individual concepts. Therefore, it is possible to learn these weights for all concepts by training examples from a subset of concepts. The following assumptions are made in this work for two ontologies being matched.
• They are from the same or similar general domain, and they have "Thing" as a built-in common root.
• Each is correct or reasonable in itself.
Ontology matching consists of many mapping tasks, SFS concentrates on finding pairs of equivalent concepts as the first step. In addition, after the successful discovery of equivalent concept pairs, it is not difficult to design an algorithm to merge/align corresponding ontologies. There are many different kinds of relationships in ontologies, e.g., superClassOf, subClassOf, partOf, contains, etc. In this paper, only the super/subClassOf relationships are considered for they are the most common ones in most real world ontologies [5] .
Genetic Algorithm based Ontology Matching
This is a genetic algorithm-based optimization procedure for ontology matching problem which is presented as a feature-matching process. First, the problem of ontology matching is modelled as an optimization problem of a mapping between two compared ontologies and every ontology has its associated feature sets. Second, as a powerful heuristic search strategy, genetic algorithm is employed for the ontology matching problem. Given a certain mapping as optimizing object for GA, fitness function is defined as a global similarity measure function between two ontologies based on feature sets. Finally, a set of experiments are conducted to analysis and evaluate the performance of GA in solving ontology matching problem.
As a powerful search strategy based on natural selection and population genetics, genetic algorithm [4] outperforms conventional optimization methods such as the gradient ascent and simulated annealing. The implementation of GA in application of the ontology matching problem incorporates three basic steps so that the algorithm is formulated for the specific application: the presentation of individual, i.e. the encoding mechanism of problem, and the formulation of the fitness function that gives to each individual a measure of performance [6] .
Solution Strings
Let n1 be the number of concepts in ontology O1, and n2 be the number of concepts in ontology O2. GA is applied to find the optimal mapping function between concepts from these two ontologies, that is the solution string is corresponds to a mapping function M defined in Definition6, indicating a mapping from each concept in O1 to a corresponding concept in O2. Each solution string or individual in the population would be a one-dimensional array with n1 integer elements that may take values between 1 and n2 [6] .
Fitness Function
In order to determine the quality or performance of each encoded solution string in the population, the GA associates a fitness measure with each solution string.A global similarity measure function is defined between two compared ontologies with respect to the mapping as fitness function in GA. Since an ontology is represented as a collection of features, similarity between two compared ontologies will be described as a featurematching process. Based on the Tversky's similarity model and the set theory, a global similarity measure function between two ontologies 1 O and 2 O is defined, then Intentional Rule, and Extensional Rule [6] .
Effective Ontology Matching in High Performance Computing Environments
The main motivation behind this work is that the procedure of ontology matching requires a robust and scalable solution that ensures the maximal efficiency of matching operations. That is especially important when thinking of matching large scale data among several ontologies, where the performance and scalability of performing the matching algorithms is settled to the point. In this paper, the proposed approach for distributed ontology matching improves the matching's efficiency and scalability due to the distribution and parallelization of implemented algorithms. This enables applications performing ontology matching to get benefit of running in high-performance computing environments and ensures that the full potential of computing resources is enabled for the matching process [3] .
Ontology matching is a solution to the semantic heterogeneity problem. It finds correspondences between semantically related entities of ontologies. These correspondences can be used for various tasks, such as ontology merging, query answering, data translation, etc. Thus, matching ontologies enables the knowledge and data expressed in the matched ontologies to interoperate. Thus, this work presents an approach for matching ontologies in an effective and robust way.
One of the objectives of this work is to provide a user with one priority ontology which includes the knowledge structures of a given set of large scale ontologies from the field of bioinformatics. The benefit for such an ontology is the possibility to receive required information (e.g. medical datasets) very fast by considering only one data source, the extended priority ontology. Through this, learning and teaching in the field of semantic web are provided. The presented approach supports receiving required datasets in order to extend already available knowledge structures [3] .
Approaches for Ontology Matching
Currently approaches for ontology matching are used in order to merge ontologies together. Therefore the selected ontologies are matched by an adequate algorithm in order to ensure a proper merging. However, these approaches require a high amount of computing resources in order to meet the requirements of the matching and merging methods. Hence, there are several issues which have to be solved for ensuring a scalable matching solution, e.g. identification of the most beneficial matching approach, ensure scalability and robustness, sequence for matching the ontologies, identification of beneficial ontology repositories.
At present approaches consider a division of selected ontologies with the aim to execute the matching algorithms independently from other parts of the ontology. This one ontology is divided into several parts, Falcon-AO, an automatic ontology matching system and part of the Falcon1 infrastructure, is related to this issue. Falcon-AO supports the division of ontologies into several parts by the PBM2 with the aim to match selected ontologies together. However, it is still a challenge to provide the matching with the required computing resources.
Table1: Ontology Matching Algorithms'
Comparative Analysis
The above table shows the strength of the surveyed algorithms in their own and highlight the fact of achieving higher levels of performance via combining some of these algorithms together to maximise the benefit, for example SFS which combines rule-based and learning-based solutions. It's difficult to have clear cut classification of algorithms; however this paper attempted to provide such classification based on granularity an input interpretation on the one side and the kind of input on the other side.
Conclusion and Future work
As presented researchers have applied different matching algorithms, each has got its strengths and drawbacks. This paper aims at analysing the different presented algorithms to gain in-depth understanding and be in position to combine and merge standard matching algorithms as well as distributed/parallel ones to improve efficiency deploying multiple resources in the process and being able to maximize the benefit, speed up the process which will be more beneficial and of higher add value to the people who will be seeking jobs using the proposed job seekers ontology.
For future work, I'd propose implementing a hybrid algorithm where we could merge few of the matching algorithms that have been discussed previously in order to maximize and optimise the efficiency of the Web Semantic matching process. Also my next research would focus on scientifically investigating whether to merge ontologies or align ontologies. Two approaches are possible: (1) merging the ontologies to create a single coherent ontology, or (2) aligning the ontologies by establishing links between them and allowing them to reuse information from one another.
